
Academic vocabulary spine 

Based on Academic Word List Coxhead (2000). 

 

Early Years 

Adult  adulthood, adults adult 

Assist assistance, assistant, assistants, assisted, assisting, assists, unassisted assist 

Challenge  challenged, challenger, challengers, challenges, challenging challenge 

Enormous  enormity, enormously enormous 

Partner  partners, partnership, partnerships partner 

Positive Positively positive  

Reveal  revealed, revealing, reveals, revelation, revelations reveal 

 

Year One 

Accurate  accuracy, accurately, inaccuracy, inaccuracies, inaccurate accurate 

Achieve  achievable, achieved, achievement, achievements, achieves, achieving achieve 

Adequate 
adequacy, adequately, inadequacies, inadequacy, inadequate, 
inadequately 

adequate 

Appreciate  
appreciable, appreciably, appreciated, appreciates, 
appreciating, appreciation, unappreciated 

appreciate 

Attitude  Attitudes attitude 

Appreciate  
appreciable, appreciably, appreciated, appreciates, 
appreciating, appreciation, unappreciated 

appreciate 

Convince  convinced, convinces, convincing, convincingly, unconvinced convince 

Previous  Previously previous 

Rigid  rigidities, rigidity, rigidly rigid 

Team  teamed, teaming, teams team 

Transport  
transportation, transported, transporter, transporters, transporting, 
transports 

transport 

Vehicle  Vehicles vehicle 
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Academic vocabulary spine 

Year Two 

Based on Academic Word List Coxhead (2000). 

 

Chapter  Chapters chapter 

Complement  complementary, complemented, complementing, complements complement 

Cooperate  
cooperated, cooperates, cooperating, 
cooperation, cooperative, cooperatively, co-operate, co-operated, co-
operates, co-operation, co-operative, co-operatively 

cooperate 

Diverse  
diversely, diversification, diversified, diversifies, diversify, 
diversifying, diversity 

diverse 

Estimate  
estimated, estimates, estimating, estimation, estimations, over-estimate, 
overestimate, overestimated, overestimates, overestimating, 
underestimate, underestimated, underestimates, underestimating 

estimate 

Goal  Goals goal 

Identical  Identically identical 

Index  indexed, indexes, indexing index 

Mature  
immature, immaturity, maturation, maturational, matured, matures, 
maturing, maturity 

mature 

Physical  Physically physical 

Plus  Pluses plus 

Portion  Portions portion 

Select  
selected, selecting, selection, selections, selective, selectively, selector, 
selectors, selects 

select 

Sequence  sequenced, sequences, sequencing, sequential, sequentially sequence 

Similar  dissimilar, similarities, similarity, similarly similar 

Unique  uniquely, uniqueness unique 
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Academic vocabulary spine 

Year Three 

Based on Academic Word List Coxhead (2000). 

 

Accumulate  accumulated, accumulating, accumulation, accumulates accumulate 

Adjust  
adjusted, adjusting, adjustment, adjustments, adjusts, readjust, 
readjusted, readjusting, readjustment, readjustments, readjusts 

adjust 

Communicate  
communicable, communicated, communicates, 
communicating, communication, communications, communicative, 
communicatively, uncommunicative 

communicate 

Erode  eroded, erodes, eroding, erosion erode 

Gender  Genders gender 

Highlight  highlighted, highlighting, highlights highlight 

Method  methodical, methodological, methodologies, methodology, methods method 

Participate 
participant, participants, participated, participates, 
participating, participation, participatory 

participate 

Philosophy  
philosopher, philosophers, philosophical, philosophically, 
philosophies, philosophise, philosophised, philosophises, 
philosophising 

philosophy 

Radical  radically, radicals radical 

Register  
deregister, deregistered, deregistering, deregisters, 
deregistration, registered, registering, registers, registration 

register 

Relax  relaxation, relaxed, relaxes, relaxing relax 

Respond  
responded, respondent, respondents, responding, 
responds, response, responses, responsive, responsiveness, 
unresponsive 

respond 

Revolution  
revolutionary, revolutionaries, revolutionise, revolutionised, 
revolutionises, revolutionising, revolutionist, revolutionists, revolutions 

revolution 

Strategy  strategic, strategies, strategically, strategist, strategists strategy 

Target  targeted, targeting, targets target 

Task  Tasks task 

Topic  topical, topics topic 
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Academic vocabulary spine 

Year Four  

Based on Academic Word List Coxhead (2000). 

 

Commence  
commenced, commences, commencement, commencing, 
recommences, recommenced, recommencing 

commence 

Debate  debatable, debated, debates, debating debate 

Decade  Decades decade 

Equivalent  Equivalence equivalent  

Globe  global, globally, globalisation, globalization globe  

Intelligent  intelligence, intelligently, unintelligent intelligent  

Locate  
located, locating, location, locations, relocate, relocated, relocates, 
relocating, relocation 

locate 

Minimise  minimised, minimises, minimising minimise 

Minimum    minimum 

Paragraph  paragraphing, paragraphs 

Regulate  
deregulated, deregulates, deregulating, deregulation, regulated, 
regulates, regulating, regulation, regulations, regulator, regulators, 
regulatory, unregulated 

regulate 

Significant  
insignificant, insignificantly, significance, significantly, signified, 
signifies, signify, signifying 

significan
t 

Successor  succession, successions, successive, successively, successors 
successo
r 

Volume  volumes,  volume 
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Academic vocabulary spine 

Year Five 

Based on Academic Word List Coxhead (2000). 

 

Abandon  abandoned, abandoning, abandonment, abandons,  abandon 

Ambiguous ambiguities, ambiguity, unambiguous, unambiguously ambiguous 

Amend  amended, amending, amendment, amendments, amends amend 

Collapse  collapsed, collapses, collapsible, collapsing collapse 

Conclude  
concluded, concludes, concluding, conclusion, conclusions, 
conclusive, conclusively, inconclusive, inconclusively 

conclude 

Conform  

conformable, conformability, conformance, conformation, conformed, 
conforming, conformist, conformists, conformity, conforms, 
nonconformist, nonconformists, nonconformity, non-conformist, non-
conformists, non-conformity 

conform 

Environment  
environmental, environmentalist, environmentalists, environmentally, 
environments 

environment 

Evaluate  
evaluated, evaluates, evaluating, evaluation, evaluations, evaluative, 
re-evaluate, re-evaluated, re-evaluates, re-evaluating, re-evaluation 

evaluate 

Hypothesis  
hypotheses, hypothesise, hypothesised, hypothesises, hypothesising, 
hypothetical, hypothetically 

hypothesis 

Individual  
individualised, individuality, individualism, individualist, individualists, 
individualistic, individually, individuals 

individual 

Investigate  
investigated, investigates, investigating, investigation, investigations, 
investigative, investigator, investigators 

investigate  

Job  Jobs job 

Monitor  monitored, monitoring, monitors, unmonitored monitor 

Nevertheless    nevertheless 

Predict  
predictability, predictable, predictably, predicted, predicting, 
prediction, predictions, predicts, unpredictability, unpredictable 

predict 

Recover  recoverable, recovered, recovering, recovers, recovery recover 

Specific  specifically, specification, specifications, specificity, specifics specific 

Summary   
summaries, summarise, summarised, summarises, summarising, 
summarisation, summarisations 

summary 

Survey  surveyed, surveying, surveys survey 

Text  texts, textual text 
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Academic vocabulary spine 

Year Six 

Based on Academic Word List Coxhead (2000). 

 

Adapt  
adaptability, adaptable, adaptation, adaptations, adapted, adapting, adaptive, 
adapts 

adapt 

Analyse  
analysed, analyser, analysers, analyses, analysing, analysis, analyst, 
analysts, analytic, analytical, analytically 

analyse  

Assess  
assessable, assessed, assesses, assessing, assessment, assessments, 
reassess, reassessed, reassessing, reassessment, unassessed 

assess 

Assume  assumed, assumes, assuming, assumption, assumptions assume 

Bias  biased, biases, biasing, unbiased bias 

Comment  
commentaries, commentary, commentator, commentators, commented, 
commenting, comments 

comment 

Conflict  conflicted, conflicting, conflicts conflict 

Decline  declined, declines, declining decline 

Define  
definable, defined, defines, defining, definition, definitions, redefine, redefined, 
redefines, redefining, undefined 

define 

Device  Devices device  

Evolve  evolution, evolved, evolving, evolves, evolutionary, evolutionist, evolutionists evolve  

Indicate  
indicated, indicates, indicating, indication, indications, indicative, indicator, 
indicators 

indicate 

Inherent  Inherently inherent 

Parallel  paralleled, parallels, unparalleled parallel 

Percent  percentage, percentages percent 

Project  projected, projecting, projection, projections, projects project 

Purchase  purchased, purchaser, purchasers, purchases, purchasing purchase 

Research  researched, researcher, researchers, researches, researching research 

Revise  revised, revises, revising, revision, revisions revise  

Survive  survival, survived, survives, surviving, survivor, survivors survive  
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